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　　Abstract　　Much ef fort has been made to solve com put ing problems by using DNA —an organic simulat ing method , w hich in some

cases is preferable to the current elect ronic computer.How ever , No one at present has proposed an ef fective and applicable method to solve

addi tion problem w ith molecular algori thm due to the diff iculty in solving the carry problem w hich can be easily solved by hardw are of an

elect ronic computer.In this article , w e solved this p roblem by employing tw o kinds of DNA st rings , one is called result and operation

st ring w hile the other is named carrier.T he result and operat ion st ring con tains some carry information by its ow n and denotes the ultimate

result while the carrier is just for carrying use.The signifi cance of thi s algorithm is the original code , the fai rly easy steps to follow and the

feasibilit y under current molecular biological technology.
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　　Since Adleman[ 1] successfully solved Hamiltonian

path problem (HPP)using DNA molecular algo rithm

and thus brought o rganic alg orithm to computer sci-
ence , researchers from various countries have been

stimulated by the breakthrough.New models of DNA

algori thm have been addressed continuously :DNA

solut ion to the famous “SAT” problem[ 2] , proposals
about the Sticker model that has a random access

memory and requires no enzymes[ 3] , and int roduction

of the two dimensional self-assemble model[ 4] .Some
researchers even try to fathom a DNA model to bring

the Turing machine to realization[ 5 ,6] .

Much of the recent emphasis in DNA computing

has been placed on solving NP-complete problems.
However , in order to design a DNA computer that is

useful , mathematical calculation ability must be con-
sidered.More complicated operations can be fulfilled

once addition is solved and in early days , Guarnieri[ 7]

has already suggested a way to make DNA add , but
the complicated coding and the usage of a fairly large

scale of DNA molecules seems daunting .

This paper begins by presenting the st ructure

and the feature of DNA molecule and its suitability fo r

storing message as w ell as some of the basic operations

available fo r biological implementing.Then , we go

on to develop a new algorithm , which could “add”
any tw o non- negative binary numbers w ith the help

of DNA and i ts PNA analog s.We use the single and

the double st ring of DNA to represent binary numbers

“0” and “1” respectively and employ a specific st ring

as a carrier , thus solve the crucial carry problem sim-
ply and ef fectively.Finally , we get the outcome from

the result string.To demonst rate the feasibility of the

algorithm , a vivid example is given which includes all

circumstances.

1　Concepts and notions

1.1　Structure and features[ 8]

In a DNA molecule , deoxy ribonucleotides are

joined into a polymer by a phosphodiester bond be-
tw een the 5′hydroxy l of one ribose and the 3′hy-
droxyl of the nex t , thus lef t a f ree 5′end and a free

3′end.Conventionally , DNA molecules are direc-
tional polymers w rit ten f rom the 5′to the 3′end.In
DNA , there are four alkali bases:adenine(A)and

guanine(G)are purines;cy tosine(C)and thymine

(T)are pyrimidines.DNA most commonly occurs in

nature as the w ell-known “double helix” but both sin-
gle and double DNA string f ragments(usually called

oligonucleotides or oligos)can be synthesized outside

the cell.In a double helix DNA string , two st rands

are complementary in terms of sequence , that is A to

T (A=T)and C to G(C=G)according to Watson-
Crick rules.



1.2　Brief description about PNA[ 9 ,10]

Peptide nucleic acid (PNA), invented by Den-
mark scientists in the 1990s , is an analogue of DNA

in which sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA has been

replaced by a f lexible peptide backbone.PNA mimics

the behavio rs of DNA and binds complementary nu-
cleic acid strands.The neutral backbone of PNA re-
sults in a st ronger binding and greater specificity than

normally achieved.Decreasing salt concentration

causes PNA/DNA to bind more strongly w hile the

opposite is t rue fo r DNA/DNA binding.In addition ,
the unique chemical , physical and biological proper-
ties of PNA have been exploited to produce powerful

biomolecular tools such as molecular probes and

biosensors.Impo rtant new applications have emerged

that could not be performed using oligonucleotides.

1.3　Probe Sy stem

The Probe Sy stem is composed of a tube that

possesses an “entrance” and an “exit” .The tube con-
tains many identical copies of probe (oligos wi th the

same st ructure).It is designed so that the probes

cannot escape f rom the tube but unbound oligos can.
The system acts as the follow s:the target solution

goes into the tube f rom the “ entrance” , after com-
pletely mixed w ith probes , react ion takes place fully.

DNA molecules with the part that is complementary

to the probe are clung to stay in the tube while the

others are expelled.

2　Coding number

To make addition of any two N-bi t non-negative
binary numbers , we f irst initialize it to N +1 seg-
ment of sing le stranded DNA and from lower bit to

the higher , and i t represents 20 , 21 , …, 2N respectiv-
ely in w hich 2N represents the highest carry bi t.Ev-
ery segment (bit)is made up of three stanzas , which

contains twenty alkali bases each , such as ATCG-
G TATG TCAGTCAGTCT .From the f irst stanza to

the third it is assigned the signal 1′, 2′, 3′respec-
tively , (see Fig.1).The double-st randed stanza rep-
resents digital “ 1” , o therwise “ 0” .DNA strings in

tube A are known as the operat ion and result st rings

and the st ring s in tube B deno te a carrier , (see
Fig.2), each character represents a stanza and the

same character is adopted fo r the same stanza.A

“ ～ ” above a character means its complementary oli-
go.In tube A , the 3′stanza of a bit is the same w ith

the 2′stanza of the adjacent lower bit.Likew ise , we
make oligos in tube B out of the stanzas , which is the

complement of the 2′stanzas in tube A beginning by

bit 21 in a certain order to st rings in tube A.

Fig.1.　Encode number.

Fig.2.　Initial operator and carrier bi t in tubes A and B.

3　Algorithm description

The algorithm is developed in four steps that are

clearly described below.To make it more pellucid ,
we w ill provide an example step by step in the subse-
quent part.

3.1　Algori thm step

Step 1.　Initialization

Rule 1:In tube A , we add complements to the

specific stanza of any one bit according to the se-
quence f rom lower to the higher (that is f rom 1′to 3′
accordingly), so as to make that stanza form a double

st rand (hybridize). The complementary st rand

(1
～
′, 2
～
′, 3
～
′)added is made up of PNA in o rder to

make a stronger stickiness to the original DNA

string.

Rule 2:To make addit ion of two N-bit binary

numbers , f rom the low est bit (20)to the highest
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(2N), on the basis of the times that “1” appears at

the same digital posi tion , we follow the detail regula-
tions below :

Regular 1:If “1” appears twice at the same digital

position , then put two complementary stanzas of this bit

into tube A in order with 1
～
′, 2

～
′(note:1

～
′or 2

～
′de-

notes the PNA complement to the correspondent stanza),
put this 2′stanza into tube B(except 20 bit).

Regular 2:If “1” appears once at the same digi-
tal posi tion and it appears at least once in the adjacent

lower bit , then put the complement of the stanza 1′
plus complement of the half adjacent 2′stanza as a

w hole into tube A , in w hich DNA constructs the

three complementary alkali bases of 2′stanza.Fo r
example , a certain bit that is represented by 5′-GC-
CGCG TATATT CGGCCC-3′satisfies regular 2 ,
thus , we add 3′-TAAGCCGGG-5′to tube A which

forms a partially double stranded DNA string .

Regular 3:If “1” appears once at the same digi-
tal position and it does not appear in the adjacent low-
er bit , then put the complementary stanza of 1′into
tube A while adding the 2′stanza to tube B.And this

process dose no t stop unt il meets the higher bi t on

w hich “1” appears twice o r zero times and then turn

to regular 1 and regular 4 respectively.

Regular 4:If “1” does not appear in a specific

bit , we add the 2′stanza to tube B.

Step 2.　Detect

Af ter ini tialization , we could use Probe Systems

that we provided earlier in this paper to detect DNA

strings in tube B , checking out stanzas which are still

single-st randed.Then add the corresponding stanzas

to tube A.You can find the concrete detecting

method in Step 4.

Step 3.　Elute

Ex tract the result strings from tube A and elute

them in the solution of zero salt concentration to

break the DNA/DNA double st rands , thus w hat left

in the solution are only the DNA/PNA double

st rands.This step aims at expunging the half stanza

that is added earlier in Step 1.

Step 4.　Final result

Let the solut ion ex tracted in tube A concurrently

pass through different Probe Systems in w hich the

probes are arranged.Each bit has three probes , so ,
by detecting the numbers of double st randed stanzas ,
we can get the number of “1”s contained in a particu-
lar bit.Then , the result can be read out by the fol-
low ing standard:If “ 1” appears in odd times then

this bi t is “1” , otherw ise “0” .

This algorithm can be implemented w ith a small

scale of tubes and DNA strings , if possible , all the
processes f rom Step 1 to S tep 4 can be controlled by a

computer w ith a small program using several “ if” and

“ then” pairs.To bring forw ard the feasibili ty of this

algorithm , we present the example of i ts applicat ion

in the next part w here the addition of 21 and 7 is pre-
sented.

3.2　An example[ 10]

Implementation of the algorithm-adding 21 and

7.Each step is clearly illust rated by a graph.The

double row square latt ice represents a double st rand

while the single lat tice denotes a single st rand.All
symbols in the g raph have already been described ear-
lier in this paper.21 plus 7 is represented by the bi-
nary equat ion:010101 +000111=011100.“1” ap-
pears in the same digital posit ion of the tw o numbers

f rom bit 20 to 25 respect ively 2 , 1 , 2 , 0 , 1 , 0 times.

Step 1.　Encode

Encode the number w ith the st ring:In tube A ,
operation and result st ring , in tube B , carrier st ring ,
see in Fig.3.

Fig.3.　Encode DNA st ring in tubes A and B.

Step 2.　Initialize

“1” appears tw ice in bit 2
0
, according to rules 1

and 2 and regular 1 , add  a ,  b to tube A;

“1” appears once in bit 2
1
, acco rding to rule 2
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and regular 2 , add  c which is connected with half of

 d to tube A;

“1” appears tw ice in bit 2
2
, according to rules 1

and 2 and regular 1 , add e and  f to tube A , add f to

tube B;

“1” does not appear in bit 23 , according to rule 2

and regular 4 , add h to tube B;

“1” appears once in bit 2
4
and does not appear in

the lower bit(bit 2
3
), according to rule 2 and regular

3 , add i to tube A and j to tube B;

Bit 25 is the highest bit that represents a carrier and

in any occasions it does not have any “1” at all , at the

same time 24 has no carrier , so according to rule 2 and

regular 3 and coding number , tubes A and B remain un-
changed , we get the result as shown in Fig.4.

Fig.4.　Init ialized result.

　　Step 3.　Test

Using the method given earlier in this paper , we
could use Probe System to test the partial single

stranded stanzas in tube B and w e can get the testing

result  d.Then add stanzas  d to tube A , we get w hat

is show n in Fig.5.

Step 4.　Elution

We get st rings f rom tube A and w ash them in

the zero salt solution.The result is show n in Fig .6.

Fig.5.　After test ing.

Fig.6.　After elut ing.

Step 5.　Final result

The st ring s  a , b , … , j were labeled by fluores-
cence as a probe which was put on a nit rocellulose fil-
ter membrane (addressed array).Result st rings were

then hybridized to an addressed array.High fluores-
cent intensi ty denotes that some stanza of result

strings are single-stranded , while the o thers are dou-
ble-st randed.According to the init ial design , the

number of double-st randed segments is known and
the result read out is show n in Fig.7(character with

a “ ～ ” above represents a probe).

Fig.7.　Result.

4　Conclusions

In this paper , an original algorithm for adding

any tw o non-negative numbers is presented and relat-
ed organic operat ions are suggested.So far , nobody
has proposed an effective and applicable molecular al-
gori thm for performing addition.The suggestions

made by Frank' s team
[ 7]

means too arduous wo rk

while Piot r' s team[ 11] only suggested a novel alg o-
rithm that is hardly applicable.The advantages of our

proposal lie in the modest amount of o riginal materials

that are needed , the easy-going operation steps and

its parallel operations w hen detecting.No enzyme is

needed , nor is the costly PCR process.Since in each

step , every bit could be processed concurrent ly , we
need only 4 steps from beginning to the end , while it

takes much shorter time than the other tw o alg o-
rithms currently suggested.If it is prog rammed , au-
tomatic process can be expected.

However , there is still a long w ay to go befo re

we can create an applicable DNA computer.Many

practical experiments should be improved in order to

low er the fault rat io by biological operation.We may

hope , in the foreseeable future , org anic technology as

well as its combination with the computer science

w ould be f ledged enough to achieve a substantive

breakthrough.
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